INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
COMPRESSORS AND THEIR SYSTEMS

3 days Conference | London
Monday 11th September – Wednesday 13th September 2017

SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBITION RATES

Platinum Sponsor £10,000 (limited to 1 sponsor)
- Your name and logo associated with the words ‘Platinum Sponsor’ on the event website, with link to your own URL to help drive traffic to your site
- Acknowledgement from the chair when opening and closing the conference and your logo on the holding slide
- 6x2m of complimentary exhibition space at a prime location in the venue
- 6 complimentary event delegate registrations including conference dinner
- Opportunity to provide a speaker at the conference dinner
- Insertion of 2 promotional leaflet into the event delegate bag
- First opportunity to supply gifts to delegates e.g. branded pads/pens (1 exclusive sponsor per gift type)
- Large logo on the final programme and conference bag associated with the words ‘Platinum Sponsor’
- Full page advert in the book of proceedings
- Large logo on the title page and sponsors page of the book of proceedings associated with the words ‘Platinum Sponsor’
- Large logo on the delegate badges

Gold Sponsor £7,500 (limited to 1 sponsor)
- Your name and logo associated with the words ‘Gold Sponsor’ on the event website, with link to your own URL to help drive traffic to your site
- Acknowledgement from the chair when opening and closing the conference and your logo on the holding slide
- 3x2m of complimentary exhibition space at a prime location in the venue
- 4 complimentary event delegate registrations including conference dinner
- Insertion of 1 promotional leaflet into the event delegate bag
- After Platinum Sponsor, opportunity to supply gifts to delegates e.g. branded pads/pens (1 exclusive sponsor per gift type)
- Logo on the final programme and conference bag associated with the words ‘Gold Sponsor’
- Full page advert in the book of proceedings
- Logo on the title page and sponsors page of the book of proceedings associated with the words ‘Gold Sponsor’
- Logo on the delegate badges

Silver Sponsor £5,000 (no limit on sponsors)
- Your name and logo associated with the words ‘Silver Sponsor’ on the event website, with link to your own URL to help drive traffic to your site
- 3mx2m of complimentary exhibition space at a prime location in the venue
- 2 complimentary event delegate registrations including conference dinner
- Logo on the final programme and conference bag associated with the words ‘Silver Sponsor’
- Full page advert in the book of proceedings
• Logo on the sponsors page of the book of proceedings associated with the words ‘Silver Sponsor’
• 1 insert in delegate bag

Gala Dinner Sponsorship £5,000
• Company advertised as the Dinner sponsor on the final programme
• Chair acknowledgment during address at the dinner
• 5 Complimentary dinner tickets
• 2 minute speech to address guests at the dinner
• Logo on the sponsors page of the book of proceedings associated with the words ‘Gala Dinner Sponsor’

Welcome Reception Sponsorship £2,800
• Company advertised as the welcome reception sponsor on the final programme
• Chair acknowledgment during address at the welcome drinks reception
• Prominent signage at a highly visible location throughout the welcome reception
• Logo on the sponsors page of the book of proceedings associated with the words ‘Welcome Reception Sponsor’
• 2 complimentary event delegate registrations including conference dinner

Exhibition Booth £2,500
• 3m x 2m exhibiting space
• 1 delegate registration
• Table & two chairs
• Power supply & access
• 10% Discount on additional delegates

Social reception sponsorship (on second night of the conference) £2,800
• Company advertised as the social reception sponsor on the final programme
• Chair acknowledgment during address at the social reception
• Prominent signage at a highly visible location throughout the social reception
• Logo on the sponsors page of the book of proceedings associated with the words ‘Social Reception Sponsor’
• 2 complimentary event delegate registrations including conference dinner

Additional Packages

Inserts in delegate bags £500
Insertion of 1 promotional leaflet into the event delegate bag

Please note: Details correct as of February 2016
All prices are exclusive of VAT
Packages are subject to negotiation and/or change
Some packages may become unavailable following print deadlines or space limitations.
Conference venue is City University London

To take advantage of our range of sponsorship and/or exhibition packages, to tailor a package to suit your needs, or for more information, please contact the Events Team
t: +44 (0)20 7040 8037 e: eventsrsvp@city.ac.uk